REQUEST FOR QUOTATION

Ar. Harsh Mittal
Landscape Architect
146, Rathore Nagar, Amarapalimarg,
Queens Road, Jaipur-302021

Sub: - Submission of Quotation / Financial Proposal for Consultancy work
for preparation of DPR for construction of Masala Chowk & Amphitheater at
umed garden, Jodhpur including preparation of general arrangement drawing
report, estimated detailed, const. drawing and supervision during const.

Sir,

with Reference to above cited subject you are requested to submit your quotation
financial proposal including all prevailing taxes for Consultancy work for preparation of
DPR for Construction of Masala Chowk & Amphitheater at umed garden, Jodhpur including
preparation of general arrangement drawing report, estimated detailed, const. drawing and
supervision during const. latest by Dated 06-08-2018 to This office. (expected
Consultancy cost is 2% of Project cost 3.50 Crores That is Rs. 7.00 Lakh.)

Executive Engineer (HQ)
JDA, Jodhpur
Dated 02/08/2018

No N.C/878-880
Copy :-
1. The Commissioner JDA Jodhpur.
2. The Secretary, JDA Jodhpur.
3. ACP, NIC, JDA, Jodhpur for Uploading on SPPP Portal.

Executive Engineer (HQ)
JDA, Jodhpur